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A New Yorker writer investigates the life and career of his hit-man great-uncle and the impact on his family.

Growing up in a household as generic as Midwestern Jews get, author Eric Konigsberg always wished there
was something different about his family, something exotic and mysterious, even shocking. When he was
sent off to boarding school, he learned from an ex-cop security guard that there was: His great-uncle Harold,
in prison in upstate New York, was a legendary Mafia enforcer, suspected by the FBI of upwards of twenty
murders.

Konigsberg had uncovered a shameful, long-hidden family secret. His grandfather, a Jewish Horatio Alger
story who had become a respected merchant through honesty and hard work, never spoke of his baby
brother. When other relatives could be coaxed into talking about him, he wasn't "Kayo" Konigsberg, the
"smartest hit man" and "toughest Jew" described by cops and associates; he was Uncle Heshy, the loudmouth
nogoodnik and smalltime con, long since written off as dead. Intrigued, Konigsberg ignored his family's
protests and arranged a meeting, which inspired the acclaimed New Yorker piece this book is based on.

In Blood Relation, Konigsberg portrays Harold as a fascinating, paradoxical character: both brutal and
winning, a cold-blooded killer and a larger-than-life charmer who taught himself to read as an adult and
served as his own lawyer in two major trials, to riotous effect. Functioning by turns as Kayo's pursuer,
jailhouse scribe, pawn, and antagonist, Konigsberg traces his great-uncle's checkered and outlandish life and
investigates his impact on his family and others who crossed his path, weaving together strands of family,
Jewish identity, justice, and post-war American history.
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From reader reviews:

Jack Lumpkin:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book mainly book entitled Blood
Relation your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a reserve
then become one contact form conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get before. The Blood
Relation giving you one more experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful facts
for your better life on this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to
try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Jose Scott:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this Blood Relation e-book written by well-known
writer whose to say well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who have read the book.
Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your
personal hunger then you still question Blood Relation as good book not merely by the cover but also by
content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its include, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already told you so why you have
to listening to a different sixth sense.

Gabrielle Oneal:

You can get this Blood Relation by look at the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it may to
be your solve problem if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era just like now,
you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your ways to
get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.

John Thornton:

Some individuals said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half elements of the book. You can choose typically the book Blood Relation to make your
own personal reading is interesting. Your current skill of reading skill is developing when you like reading.
Try to choose basic book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the opinion about book and reading
especially. It is to be initially opinion for you to like to open up a book and read it. Beside that the reserve
Blood Relation can to be your brand-new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse with what must
you're doing of that time.
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